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1.  Narrative Description  

 

Library Innovation 

Most conservation laboratories in academic libraries in the United States are focused primarily 

on preservation and conservation of their collections.  While some may also engage scientists for 

specific research collaborations, no current academic library conservation department has as its 

mission the active engagement in sustained conservation science research on behalf of those 

collections.  The Library of Congress, the Smithsonian Institute Conservation Center, and the 

major conservation science labs at leading arts institutions such as the National Gallery of Art, 

the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Harvard Art Museum, have conservation science research 

as part of their central mission. Heritage Science for Conservation (HSC) at the Sheridan 

Libraries and Museums of Johns Hopkins University is the only such program based in an 

academic library that fully integrates the methodologies of conservation science so as to inform 

and support the work of practicing conservators.  

 

HSC is an innovative model which not only ensures effective, measureable, and sustainable 

conservation science research, but also offers a new dimension to the range of research potential 

a library may bring to the academy.  We believe that HSC demonstrates this new influence in the 

following ways.   

 

HSC serves as a bridge between the scientist’s research lab and the conservator’s work bench.  

HSC fully engages scientists in the academic library’s conservation program thus integrating 

research and expertise from multiple perspectives: researcher, scientist, conservator, curator, and 

the industry.    

 

HSC’s lead scientist also carries the title of assistant research professor in the Department of 

Materials Science and Engineering (DMSE) in JHU’s Whiting School of Engineering. This joint 

appointment ensures not only effective collaborations, but also sustainable innovation since 

expertise and resources are distributed among collaborating units. At Johns Hopkins, HSC is 

uniquely positioned to forge partnerships at the forefront of theoretical science which advance 

conservation science as well as other disciplines.  For example, HSC’s expertise in the physical 

and chemical properties of cellulose-based materials is not duplicated within DMSE. Thus, when 

HSC’s lead scientist lectured in Professor Margarita Herrera-Alonso’s ―Chemical and Biological 

Properties of Materials‖ course, the students learned about a key component of the course topic 

in addition to their introduction to heritage science.  And the work of Professor Michael Yu (also 

of DMSE) on protein and cellulose based carbohydrates is now better informed thanks to HSC’s 

special niche with cellulose-based materials. HSC bridges the gap between theoretical 

coursework instruction and those principles borne out in real-world examples within heritage 

science, thus ensuring measureable impact. 

 



HSC targets research on conservation issues with the greatest impact for collections.  Toward 

that end, HSC has established itself as a leader in conservation science of cellulose.  Targeting an 

area of expertise is a cost effective strategy which also ensures sustained research support over 

time.  Building on past research, contributing new relevant research, and integrated collaboration 

enables institutions and the profession to develop richer and deeper level of engagement and 

meaningful research with practical and well tested outcomes. Commitment to ongoing work in 

this area means that HSC has the potential to influence practices and standards in conservation 

and conservation science of paper based collections.   

 

To that end, one of the most significant research achievements of the current HSC team was their 

collaboration with members of the faculty from North Carolina State University on a joint review 

article for BioResources assessing the corpus of literature on deacidification, the process by 

which paper documents are treated to neutralize acids and halt further instability.  Available 

online, “Deacidification for the Conservation and Preservation of Paper-Based Works: A 

Review,‖ has garnered praise from the science and conservation communities.  The article is the 

first comprehensive, cross-disciplinary article on the subject and received nearly 1,000 hits in its 

first month online (link). 

 

HSC has the potential to be replicated in other academic libraries with strong conservation 

departments which have the desire and ability to partner with other academic units.  Building 

distributed research collaborations around core topics   improves a cultural heritage institution’s 

ability to share information and to be more successful in its mission.  Additionally, as libraries 

engage more actively in the research side of its institutional mission, it enhances faculty and 

students experiences of the library.     

 

 HSC continues to be a catalyst for expanding traditional perceptions of both conservation and 

scientific careers.  Inquiries are on the rise from pre-program and post graduate students in 

conservation seeking an integrated and interdisciplinary approach to their professional training – 

one that incorporates traditional bench experience with a scientific research agenda.  On the 

other side of the spectrum, undergraduate science majors are discovering alternative career paths 

for expressing their passion for research.    

 

Through a grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, HSC awards postgraduate fellowships 

to newly minted scientists who are interested in a career in conservation science for cultural 

institutions.   

 

Mission Statement  

The Sheridan Libraries and JHU Museums inspire and advance research, teaching, and life-

long intellectual growth by providing the distinctive collections, information and educational 

services, training and facilities needed by faculty, students and staff in the Carey Business 

School, Krieger School of Arts and Sciences, School of Education, Whiting School of 

Engineering, and University administration - when, where and in the form they prefer. 

Through the Dean's University Libraries Council, all libraries at JHU partner to maximize 

value for our constituents. 



As recognized world leaders in transforming the global information environment, the Sheridan 

Libraries and JHU Museums are a strategic and integral asset in JHU's mission of creating, 

sharing, and preserving knowledge for the world. 

 

Development and Implementation of HSC 

During the 1980s, scientists at the Smithsonian Conservation Analytical Lab, the Library of 

Congress, and independent research labs across the country lead much of the innovation in 

conservation science.  During that time, Johns Hopkins University’s Department of Materials 

Science and Engineering (DMSE) instituted a PhD in conservation science.  By the end of 1990s, 

the United States had lost its research lead in book and paper conservation science.  This 

situation was clearly identified and documented in the 2005 Heritage Health Index published by 

Heritage Preservation in partnership with the Institute of Museum and Library Services.  It was 

the first attempt to prepare a comprehensive picture of the condition and preservation needs of 

the country’s collections.   

Serving as U.S. Representative to the Preservation and Conservation Core Program of IFLA, 

Sonja Jordan-Mowery was well positioned to observe the trends.  The efforts of the British 

Library and the Bibliothèque nationale de France were expanding  national efforts in addressing 

degradation of cultural assets in libraries and archives by encouraging and supporting 

collaborations among scientists, conservators, curators, and industry.   Could a focused, 

systematic, and dedicated model of collaboration between scientist, conservator and industry be 

designed for academic research libraries with mature conservation programs in the United States. 

In 2008, with funding from the Mellon Foundation, Sonja Jordan-Mowery and Dr. Nels Olson, 

an analytical chemist and former chief of the Preservation Research and Testing Division at the 

Library of Congress, convened a conference at Johns Hopkins University to explore 

collaborations scientists, conservators and industry leaders.  The resulting report ―Developing a 

National Conservation Science Research Agenda‖  revealed that while conservators and 

scientists have partnered on an ad-hoc basis to provide science and analysis of how materials 

age, a more programmatic approach was needed  to advance the conservation science associated 

with book and paper collections.  Conservators, scientists, industry and the academic community 

must come together to identify, prioritize and develop sound, affordable strategies for the care of 

the nation’s cultural heritage materials in book and paper format.  At the conclusion of the 

conference a detailed set of research topics were advanced. 

In 2009, the Mellon Foundation awarded a second grant to Johns Hopkins to implement a model 

for HSC within the Conservation Department of the Sheridan Libraries and Museums.   HSC is 

managed by the Director of Conservation and Preservation and is based in the Conservation 

Labs.  Staff includes a lead scientist with a joint appointment in DMSE. The program supports 

collaborations across all academic units with special emphasis on library, museum, conservation 

department and various science departments.  It builds collaborative research projects nationally 

and internationally.  It supports two postdoctoral fellows in conservation science.  The science 

lab is fully equipped with analytical capabilities and divides resources as needed among its 

partners and collaborators.  HSC focuses in areas of research that support the university libraries 

mission to preserve and make accessible its collection to scholarly research and study.   It has 

published and is well cited in numerous scholarly journals.  The HSC is fully recognized and 

integrated into the research mission of the university and of the library.  



 

Intended Clientele and Assessing Effects 
The primary clientele of Heritage Science for Conservation are book and paper conservators 

active at the bench. Secondary clientele of HSC are conservation scientist peers, science and 

engineering students, the library community, and the wider public interested in book and paper 

collections.  A final important audience for HSC is other institutions where the HSC model of a 

sustainable locus of science and engineering serving book and paper conservation is viable. 

 

HSC’s means of measuring impact is the primary topic of ARP/HSC Scientist John Baty’s paper 

at the American Institute for Conservation 2012 Annual Meeting (Baty 2012).  He gives three 

milestones of HSC’s work and observations that indicate success at each. HSC’s milestones are 

(1) conducting fundamental research into the causes of heritage materials degradation or the 

fundamental application of conservation technologies, (2) expanding the capabilities of heritage 

science, and (3) delivering information, products, and processes of demonstrable use to 

conservators at the bench, whether or not they have access to analytical laboratories. 

 

Fundamental research can be conducted as an occasional enterprise of a core-discipline science 

laboratory (although the results require careful interpretation to apply).  The expansion of 

heritage science capabilities requires a dedicated laboratory, with excellent communication but 

not integration with the conservation laboratory.  HSC’s innovation of approach is to take the 

next logical step of (1) design of research and technologies collaboratively with conservators; (2) 

the execution of the research in the same collaborative, interactive space; and (3) the 

dissemination of results and technologies to a diverse audience including conservators, 

librarians, engineers, scientists, curators, industrialists, students, and the general community.  It 

is this innovative formula which enables the final milestone to be met, that of producing 

information, products, and processes of demonstrated use at the conservator’s bench. 

 

HSC’s success is measured by the usefulness of its research, products, dissemination, and 

collaborations to the conservation and heritage community.   As evidence of HSC’s 

programmatic success we offer letters of support from conservators, librarians, and scientists 

following below in section 4.  

 

Principal Players 

Sophia (Sonja) K.  Jordan-Mowery 

Sonja Jordan-Mowery has been the Joseph Ruzicka and Marie Ruzicka Feldman Director for 

Conservation and Preservation of the Sheridan Libraries since 2003.  She has been the author and 

PI for Heritage Science for Conservation since its inception.  In addition to her role as Director 

of the Department, she is a practicing book and paper conservator, instructor in conservation, and 

preservation.  She has published in the field of conservation and preservation has served as an 

international consultant for libraries, museums, academic programs in conservation, and served 

as a reviewer and panelist for several federal granting agencies.    

 

Prior to coming to Johns Hopkins University, she established the Conservation and Preservation 

Program at the University of Notre Dame and served as its Director for eleven years where she 

held the rank of Full Librarian.  She served three terms as Co-Chair of the University’s Faculty 

Senate, was academic bibliographic liaison for the History and Philosophy of Science Program, 



and served as US Representative to the Preservation and Conservation Core Program of the 

International Federation of Library Associations.  After the University of Notre Dame she served 

Assistant Chief for Special Collections, Archives, and Conservation at the Chicago Public 

Library, Harold Washington Library.    

 

John Baty, Ph.D.  
Dr. Baty holds a joint appointment at Johns Hopkins University as Assistant Research Professor 

and HSC Scientist in the Departments of Conservation & Preservation—the Sheridan Libraries, 

and Materials Science and Engineering—Whiting School of Engineering.  In the Heritage 

Science for Conservation (HSC) laboratory, he conducts book and paper conservation research 

and supervises science fellows while developing partnerships with conservators, scientists, 

engineers, and industry to produce information, products, and processes of demonstrated use to 

conservators at the bench. He has been a research assistant at the University of Iowa Center for 

the Book, a research chemist at Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc., and a research chemist at the 

National Archives and Records Administration. He holds a PhD from the School of Materials—

paper science group—at the University of Manchester in the UK and completed an Andrew W. 

Mellon Postdoctoral Fellowship at HSC at Johns Hopkins University. 

 

Jonah Erlebacher, Ph.D. 

Dr. Erlebacher is Professor of Materials Science and Engineering and Chemical and 

Biomolecular Engineering.  He is also Associate Editor, Journal of the Electrochemical Society 

He received his Ph.D. in Applied Physics in 1999 from Harvard.  His areas of research interest 

are manufacture and characterization of nano-structured materials, non-equilibrium materials and 

processing, mesoporous metals and mesoporous nanocomposites, heterogeneous nucleation of 

proteins on porous substrates, computational materials science, and ion beam interactions with 

surfaces.  He served as a post-doctoral fellow at the Smithsonian Analytical Labs under Dr. 

Marion Mecklenberg where he was engaged in conservation science.  A strong advocate for 

HSC, he has been involved with HSC since its inception serving on the HSC Review Board, 

consulting with the PI, reviewing and supporting research of the post doctoral fellows, and 

collaborating with HSC on research relating to paper strengthening.   

 

David Grattan, Ph.D. 

Dr. Grattan served as Manager of the Conservation Research Division of Science, Canadian 

Conservation Institute from 1977 until his retirement in 2010.  In addition to leading the research 

team at CCI, he has conducted research in numerous areas including the analysis and treatment 

of waterlogged wood, the use of consolidants and gap fillers for deteriorated (dry) wood, and 

non-destructive examination techniques.   From 1987-1989 he coordinated the fine arts research 

group at CCI, organizing the program and editing the proceedings for Symposium ’91 Saving the 

Twentieth Century: The Conservation of Modern Materials.  Dr Grattan research team focused 

on issues related to paper and his team is recognized as the leaders in significant conservation 

sciences on behalf of studies for standards for paper permanency. He has also carried out special 

projects for museums in the United States and Poland, and acted as a consultant to the United 

States Park Service in a value analysis workshop and to the National Center for Preservation 

Training and Technology in Natchitoches, Louisiana. Dr. Grattan has served as a member of the 

HSC Review Board since its inception, has been a key figure in shaping the HSC research 



agenda, in helping build collaborations, and in supporting the work of HSC.  He has remained 

engaged and supportive of HSC and his letter of support follows.  

 

 Barry Knight, Ph.D. 

 Dr. Knight is the former Head of Conservation Research at the British Library, Dr. Knight 

has been a part of  HSC since its inception and continues to provide input and guidance as 

needed.  His research in the physical nature of library collections and the nature of the 

deterioration of materials, including traditional materials, e.g. paper, parchment, leather, 

adhesives and modern materials and modern materials, e.g., plastics, microfilm, magnetic 

tapes, optical discs, have resulted in numerous articles and advances in conservation science.  

In addition to being a Fellow of the International Institute of Conservation, Chair of the 

Science Group—Institute of Conservation (Icon), and a Member of British Standards 

Institution Committee B/560 (Conservation of Cultural Heritage), Dr. Knight is also an 

accredited conservator/restorer. 

 

 Functional Specifications (Not Applicable) 

 

Media Appropriate to Understanding the Innovation  

URL 

The URL for HSC’s website is:  http://library.jhu.edu/hsc. 

 

Photos 

Images displayed from kiosk screens in the Sheridan Libraries new Brody Learning Commons 

(BLC).  Designed to present HSC to patrons and point them to further information (link).  

 

Images displayed from screens inside HSC laboratory during Summer-Autumn 2012 open 

houses celebrating BLC opening and arrival of Andrew W. Mellon Postdoctoral Fellow Jocelyn 

Alcántara García (link).  

 

Videos  (Additional HSC videos are available on the Sheridan Libraries YouTube Channel) 

Sonja Jordan-Mowery gives a 6-minute introduction of HSC and its rationale to all Sheridan 

Libraries staff (link). 

 

Lectures given at ―Permanence Matters Inaugural Conference at Johns Hopkins University‖ 

(website) (sessions). 

 

John W. Baty lectures engineering students in Prof. Margarita Herrera-Alonso’s course 

―Chemical and Biological Properties of Materials‖ (link) and Dr. Orla Wilson's course 

―Materials Science and Engineering in the 21st Century‖ (link) in the Department of Materials 

Science and Engineering. 

 

John W. Baty delivers a 5-minute "Lightening Round" presentation to conservators at ANAGPIC 

(Association of North American Graduate Programs in the Conservation of Cultural Property) 

(link). 

 

 

http://library.jhu.edu/hsc
http://www.library.jhu.edu/Appendix%20A%20HSC%20Kiosk%20Images.pdf
http://www.library.jhu.edu/Appendix%20B%20HSC%20Welcoming%20New%20Fellow.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/user/JHULibraries
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D1Z8nqX4AHs&list=UUv1ByPXmrv9qGHLP_OZossg
http://www.permanencematters.com/about-us/media-center/events/
http://webcast.jhu.edu/mediasite/Catalog/pages/catalog.aspx?catalogId=156498a4-ce47-436c-8792-83155ee33e82
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zX_XIkA98Bg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dzYhKolik1Q
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_YNO17deDNI&list=UUv1ByPXmrv9qGHLP_OZossg&index=4


Press Coverage  

Stutz, C. ―A New Chapter in Library Conservation‖ Johns Hopkins Engineering Magazine.  

Summer 2012 (link). 

Powell, A. ―Conservators teach their craft to Omani visitors.‖ Science+Technology, 

Arts+Culture section, Johns Hopkins Gazette. November 5, 2012 (link). 

 

User Documentation  
Dissemination is a critical component of HSC achieved through diverse media (articles, 

application notes, videos, lectures) to diverse audiences (conservators, scientists, engineers, 

librarians, general public interested in book and paper collections).  A few of these deliverables 

are very analogous to user documentation—explaining ―how to do it.‖ We provide two examples 

here:  (1) A published application note for calculating the amount of key components in heritage 

papers in the non-destructive instrumental analysis of paper.  (2)  A method and kit for 

calibrating such instruments. 

 

A non-destructive instrument that is increasingly common in conservation laboratories is the X-

ray fluorescence (XRF) spectrometer.  These instruments return data that is not directly 

applicable to conservation or the broader heritage science community.  Conservators need weight 

percent figures for specific components—such as papermakers’ alum or calcium carbonate—to 

inform treatment decision-making.  These criteria are also what are needed in, for example, 

understanding the original recipes of papermaking.  HSC’s method of calculation was used 

throughout Timothy Barrett and coworkers’ interactive website, Paper Through Time: Non-

Destructive Analysis of 14th through 19th Century Papers (link), and appears within the site 

(here).  Professor Barrett has provided a letter in support of this nomination. 

 

The second HSC application note also supports the nondestructive composition analysis of 

paper, but focuses on making the non-destructive instruments—XRF and others—as accurate as 

possible.  HSC’s approach to this problem is to improve the calibration by producing a 

calibration kit with calibration targets made of papers of traditional manufacture, with 

components for analysis deposited to known concentration via a special method. On the advice 

of the Johns Hopkins Technology Transfer office, HSC filed a provisional application for patent 

of this technology that contains a description of what materials this calibration kit should consist 

of, as well as how it should be used in the field.  This technology is described in further detail in 

Baty and Jordan-Mowery (2012), and HSC is actively seeking partners in the further 

development of this technology. Patent protection filings of HSC are listed in this submission. 

 

2. Nominator’s Statement 

 

Every department, every institution, every industry have problems to solve. Too often, the 

solutions to problems are attacked at the symptom level.  While the problem temporarily goes 

away, it does nothing to alleviate the long-term and systemic issues that caused the problem. To 

be innovative in an industry, one must be willing to look at the problem with a larger reference 

and create system level solutions that not only help one’s own immediate institution, but also 

provide broad, long-range solutions. It is within this framework that I nominate the Johns 

http://eng.jhu.edu/wse/magazine-summer-12/item/a-new-chapter-in-library-conservation/
http://hub.jhu.edu/science-technology
http://hub.jhu.edu/arts-culture
http://hub.jhu.edu/gazette/2012/november/this-month-books
http://paper.lib.uiowa.edu/index.php
http://paper.lib.uiowa.edu/pdf/XRF_ppm_%20to_WtPercent_Calcs_for_GA.pdf


Hopkins Sheridan Libraries’ Department of Conservation and Preservation for the Stanford Prize 

for Innovation in Research Libraries.  

 

Since its inception in 1974, the Department of Conservation and Preservation at the Sheridan 

Libraries has been instrumental in providing leadership and innovation in conservation practices.  

Not only does the department work its magic on our rare books and manuscripts, but it is also 

engaged in developing the next generation of conservators through internships and fellowships, 

which is helping to build capacity for our aging and fragile research collections. However, where 

they stepped beyond the norm to the innovative is when they developed the Heritage Science for 

Conservation Program.   

 

The Heritage Science for Conservation brings scientists and conservators together to start solving 

the universal, big picture problems that keep many librarians up at night – how will we be able to 

save this precious heritage for which we are stewards. Libraries need the help of scientists in 

many fields such as chemistry, materials science and engineering to begin asking the rigorous 

questions that lead to interdisciplinary research need to help preserve our cultural heritage 

collections. In order to combine the science and conservation work the Department collaborates 

with the Johns Hopkins Whiting School of Engineering, and industry to translate research into 

practical and meaningful approaches to solving broad based library problems. The Department 

and their collaborators are attacking not just the symptoms of our declining collections, but they 

are working on developing big picture solutions that can be implemented across research 

libraries.  

 

It has been through the visionary leadership of Sonja Jordan Mowery and Sheridan Dean 

Winston Tabb that this Department has blossomed into this innovative bridge between 

conservation and science and is engaging the academy on new levels. They have found a way, in 

a science and engineering heavy university, to provide a library service that doesn’t just support 

research but actually provides the avenues for discovery that Hopkins prides itself on. They truly 

deserve to be recognized for their innovative spirit.  

Sincerely,  

 

Elizabeth Mengel, Associate Director, Scholarly Resources and Special Collections 

The Sheridan Libraries 

emengel@jhu.edu  

 

3.  Publications/References 

 

Since its inception, HSC has presented its research and dissemination via its website.  In 

addition to the 21 presentations listed on the website, the following papers are specifically 

referenced in support of this nomination: 

 

Baty, J.; Jordan-Mowery, S. K. Going All the Way: Achieving the Full Potential of 

Collaboration between Conservators and Scientists to Produce Information, Products, and 

Processes of Demonstrated Use at the Bench. The Book and Paper Group Annual. 2012.  In 

Press.  

 

mailto:emengel@jhu.edu
http://old.library.jhu.edu/departments/preservation/hsc/research.html


Baty, J. Calculating Weight Percent Calcium Carbonate, Potash Alum, and Papermaker’s Alum 

Present in Paper from Parts per Million Figures Determined by X-Ray Fluorescence 

Spectrometry. In Barrett, T., et al. Paper Through Time: Non-Destructive Analysis of 14th 

through 19th Century Papers. 2011. http://paper.lib.uiowa.edu/index.php (link to technical note). 

 

Forthcoming publications and presentations by HSC: 

 

Alcántara García, J. and Baty, J. ―Pyranose-Based Ligands for Conservation of Historical 

Iron Gall Inks with High Copper to Iron Ratio‖ American Chemical Society. Spring 2013 

National Meeting & Exposition. 7-11 April 2013, New Orleans, LA. 

 

Minter, W. and Baty, J. ―The Role of Polyester Film Encapsulation—With and Without Prior 

Deacidification—On Paper Degradation, Studied Using Long-Term, Low-Temperature 

Aging.‖ American Institute for the Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works. 41th Annual 

Meeting. 29 May– 1 June 2013, Indianapolis, IN. 

 

HSC Patents Pending: 

 

 ―A Method for the Manufacture of Paper Calibration Targets to Calibrate Spectrometers to 

Quantify the Concentrations of Elements, Ions, or Compounds in Papers Non-Destructively, and 

a Method for Calibrating Said Spectrometers Using Said Targets.‖ P11520-01 61/530,161.  

 

―A Vessel for the Accelerated Aging of Materials Specimens Featuring Passive Humidity 

Control and a Glass-On-Glass Seal.‖ P11615-0,1, 61/607,121.  

 

―A Set of Aqueous Solutions to be Applied to Papers of Historic and/or Artistic Value, Capable 

of Setting the pH of the Paper to a Value Desired by the User, Whether Throughout the Sheet or 

in a Specific Location, and Holding the Paper at that Specific pH on Aging via the Common-Ion 

Effect‖ P11688-01, 61/616,654.  

 

 

4.  Letters of Support  

 

 Letters of support begin on the following page.  

http://paper.lib.uiowa.edu/index.php
http://paper.lib.uiowa.edu/pdf/XRF_ppm_%20to_WtPercent_Calcs_for_GA.pdf


David W. Grattan

l07l Smith Road

Navan. Ontario

Canada

K4B IN7

Saturdav. l4 Mav 201 |

Dr. Donald J. Waters
Program Officer
Scholarly Communications and Infbrmation Technology

The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
140 East 62nd Street

New York. NY 10065

Dear Dr. Waters.

Re HSC Proqram. Sheridan Libraries. Johns Hopkins University

Over the past year or so, I have been observing the progress made at the I-ISC in Johns
Hopkins University in Baltimore and would like to offer a few comments about the

research program. I base my comments on my 33 years of experience as a

Conservation Scientist and manager at the Canadian Conservation Institute in Ottawa"
Canada, where I was latterly responsible for managing the Conservation Research

Division, and as Chair frorn 1996 to 2002 of the ICOM Committee for Conservation,
one of the World's two International Conservation organizations.

Why is it important to conduct preservation research?

We do not know precisely what problems our society may have to face in firture but
recent history suggests that we have to be prepared for more drastic natural events and
weather phenomena as well as perhaps more social unrest and other turmoil. Such
change has the capacity to threaten the preservation or even destroy much of our
heritage but more than that, the information which is essential fbr our survival. It is

not difficult to image that we could easily lose such critical information in a major
event such as a tsunami fbr example, especially since much of it is now in digital
formatl.

I One could cite the cxample ol' thc inrpact of the *'ar o1"l{X}i in IITAQ r+herc culturul institutions
uere heavi lr  l txrtedandunivenit,r  l ibraries.slstematical l ,vburned I$asamsnrberof t iNESCo
panel '"rhich studied the k;ssof r:ultural heri tagc in l f i .AQ - ir i i l r .  1-,r,r  '1 lr)r ' \1 ,r.1)r :r  rr i  t ' r  | i11,-
I  i { l  l l )  j . l . l l t ) & l  l t l  l ) ( }  l ) ( }  l ( ) l , l {  , \ - I  l ( l  \ l  (  i l { ) \  . l i ) i  i r t r i l i .



If our library, archival and data collections are to survive in usable fbrm and in a
manner which will be resistant to losses caused by natural or human disaster or even
through natural aging processes - it is essential to have a scientific underpinning of
any conservation or preservation strategies which are adopted. In a nutshell, we need
to know that preventive measures being adopted are effective in advance.

University libraries are key organizations in rnaintaining, guarding and providing

accessibility to key scientiflc data and infbrrnation. In this context, it could be
mentioned for exarnple, that if we had not dealt with the issue of acidic paper fairly
promptly - much would have been lost. But a considerable anrount of research and
numerous research based interventions in many libraries and archives have saved
many paper records and books.

Whv is it so profitable to conduct this research at the HSC unit in .fohns Hopkins
[Jniversit-y?

Within a very short period, Johns llopkins HSC program has shown clearly that it can
conduct scientific research of exceptional quality. With l'ewer resources than befter
funded laboratories it has completed and published research promptly in a way that
larger organizations seem to find difficult. l-ess bound by red tape and with quicker
delivery of support functions they have shown that they can hire the right kind of stafT
and get them to be productive in a timely fashion. This coupled with a considerable
degree of ingenuity and willingness to pafiner and learn from others has enabled this
laboratory to leap forward and become one of the most exciting conservation
laboratories in North America.

Having a conservation science program in the conservation laboratory of an academic
institution enables a kind of sustainability that can weather change and at the same
time be less af}-ected by the kind of bureaucratic stagnation and uncertainty that so
undermine larger organizations. The HSC model is also repeatable and sustainable.
One could irnagine a nefwork of smaller regional HSC type units in other major
academic libraries with strong science programs being more successful and long
lasting that a big centre.

It is exceedingly fortunate that Johns Hopkins [Jniversity has developed this unit
because conservation research has been rather neslected of late. throushout the world
and especial ly in North America.

Achievements of HSC

HSC has been able to:



i', 1

Identify, conduct and cornplete viable research pro.iects that fall within the
scope of the Research Agenda identified at the workshop and of value to book
and paper conscrvation.

Disseminate research results to interdisciplinary scholarly communities,
scientists, conservators, graduate and undergraduate students, and library and
arch iva l  communi lv .

Build a bridge between various communities-scientific, library, conservation.
Create a sustainable research laboratory.

Build comrnunication bridges between scientist and conservator.

Create a program model that could be sustained and translated into other
academ ic I ibrary conservation departments.

Collaborate and partner with industry and academia.

Earn the support and respect of many senior and respected prolbssionals
within the f ie ld.

Of course, none of this could have taken place without the llnancial support of the
Andrew W. Mel lon Foundat ion and I  arn wri t ing mainly to comment upon how wel l
the grant money has been spent so far. and to offer my thanks to the Foundation for
funding this nrost worthwhile program. lt seenrs to me that it would be very difficult
to find a better way of spending money than in trying to ensure the survival of human
knowledge and there is no better place to spend it than in this most active unit

David W. Grattan Ph.D.

Retired Conservation Scienti st



 

 

Nels A. Olson Ph.D. 

Program Manager for Threat Agent Characterization 

Johns Hopkins University 
Applied Physics Lab 

National Security Technology Department 

11100 Johns Hopkins Road   

Mailstop # 24-E159 

Laurel, MD  20723  

Office: 240-228-8350 

Cell:  240-316-6785 

nels.olson@jhuapl.edu 
 
 
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation 

 

 

Dear Don, 

 

Thank you for taking the time to read this short review of the Heritage Science for Conservation (HSC) program at 

Johns Hopkins University (JHU), for which I am an advisor.    The HSC program has provided the kind of solid 

scientific work much needed by the Conservation Community, and has particpated in the training of a new 

generation of Physical Scientists dedicated to the needs of the book and paper community including the libraries 

they serve.  The HSC Program has brought together the insight and expertise of their Post Doctoral Fellows, Dr. Sa 

Yong, and Dr. John Baty, and their Conservator colleagues, under the expert guidance of Sophia Jordan-Mowery at 

the JHU laboratory.  Their work demonstrates a significant collaboration in the field, that should act as a model 

across the many institutions that hold the valued collections we all seek to protect.  

 

The HSC Program has struck a unique position in the community of scientists and conservators where they have 

brought together several important factors.  First, they have used a vocabulary in describing their work that is 

instantly understood by conservator and scientist alike.  Second, they have rooted their work firmly in the literature 

from both the conservation and materials science sides of the equation.  Finally, the program has summarized, at 

every phase of their important work, the value of each experiment and outcome to the book and paper community, to 

the preservation community, to the library community and ultimately to us all, as lovers of the book. 

 

I consider myself lucky to have had the opportunity to review the activities of the program at several points along 

their path and I highly support their continued work, for which they should receive acknowledgement.   

 

I look forward to hearing of their many successes in the future. 

 

My best,  

 

 

 

Nels A. Olson 

 

mailto:nels.olson@jhuapl.edu


Stanford Prize for Innovation in Research Libraries (SPIRL) 

Prize Judging Committee 

Stanford University Libraries 

Stanford, CA 

 

Colleagues- 

 

This letter is written in support of award of this year’s SPIRL prize to the Heritage Science for 

Conservation program at the Sheridan Libraries and Museums, Johns Hopkins University.  In an 

increasingly digital age, paper originals will continue to remain crucial back ups to e-documents. 

Research on the preservation of paper based materials therefore continues to be closely linked to 

preservation of our cultural heritage.  The JHU program is invested in work of this nature with a distinct 

focus on generating results that are of use to all libraries, not just their own. 

 

I have supported the JHU team since the program’s inception in 2008.  They have been of great help to 

me in my own research. Notably, Dr. John W. Baty, Assistant Research Professor and Heritage Science 

for Conservation Scientist, was an advisor to my recently completed non-destructive analysis of 1,578 

paper specimens made between the 14
th

 and the 19
th

 centuries.  Dr. Baty provided valuable formulae for 

calculating the theoretical concentrations of alum and calcium carbonate based on our XRF data for 

potassium, sulfur and calcium.  He also contributed his expertise during editing prior to launching the 

website final report.  All related details, including Dr. Baty’s contributions are now available to the 

broader library and preservation community at paper.lib.uiowa.edu.  

 

XRF instrumentation and techniques are gaining favor in the heritage science community, as evidenced 

by a new book, Handheld XRF for Art and Archaeology recently published by Leuven University Press.  

Our University of Iowa Center for the Book team’s own research and other similar research would be 

greatly enhanced by the availability of laboratory prepared standards for XRF instrument calibration.  Dr. 

Baty is currently at work on methodology for producing such standards and making them available to the 

heritage science community.  

 

I cannot do justice to the range of research and sharing efforts the Johns Hopkins team is engaged in but I 

can confirm that Dr. Baty is undertaking the work with the utmost professional rigor and with the full 

support of Associate Director for Library Conservation and Preservation, Sheridan Libraries and 

Museums, Sonja K. Jordan-Mowery.  I am confident their work will be of interest and value to the 

broader library and preservation science communities going forward. 

I urge you to acknowledge their work with this years SPIRL prize. 

Sincerely, 

Timothy Barrett, Director 

UI Center for the Book 

Associate Professor 

UICB/School of Library and Information Science 

216 North Hall 

University of Iowa 

Iowa City, IA 52242 

Cellphone: 319-621-2493 

http://book.grad.uiowa.edu/ 

http://slis.grad.uiowa.edu/  

http://book.grad.uiowa.edu/
http://slis.grad.uiowa.edu/




 

 

 

  

Orla M. Wilson U.S. Postal Address 

voice: 410-516-0462 Materials Sci. & Engineering, 
fax: 410-516-5293 Johns Hopkins University 
owilson@jhu.edu 3400 N. Charles Street 
 Baltimore, MD 21218 
  

January 15, 2013 

 

To whom it may concern, 

 

I am writing this letter in support of the Johns Hopkins University’s Heritage Science for 

Conservation laboratory proposal for the new Stanford Prize for Innovation in Research 

Libraries (SPIRL).  I am a lecturer in the JHU Department of Materials Science and 

Engineering and this past fall I taught a new course entitled “Materials Science and 

Engineerign for the 21
st
 Century”, a course for freshmen designed to introduce them to the 

broad tenants of the field of MSE and also to our department and the research that goes on 

therein. I invited all faculty to introduce their research groups and interests to the freshmen 

and John Baty jumped at the opportunity having just delivered a departmental seminar to 

seniors, grad students and faculty the previous week.  Baty was particularly eager to 

participate and introduce to my students material science applications to heritage science in 

general, and book and paper conservation in particular.  Following Baty’s introduction, 

postdoctoral Fellow Jocelyn Alcántara García spoke about her research designing 

conservation treatments for corrosion problems with copper-rich gall inks, and the class 

concluded with a brief tour of the laboratory.   

My freshmen were clearly intrigued by the work on the heritage materials, as was I, 

and through the end of semester review of the class a number of them recalled the visit as 

being one of the highlights of the class.  One of the stated objectives of the course was 

“Introduce students to materials-related research within DMSE” with the goal of getting 

students interested in joining research groups as early as possible during their undergraduate 

careers.  If we can foster the success of the visit maybe some students will end up with a 

heritage science-based research project as their senior design project.   

Knowing how well received the visit was will also be key as I try and make 

improvements to the course for next fall.  Specifically, the students were thrilled with the tour 

of the lab and suggested that more of the faculty attempt to have tours of their labs next year.  

I also believe that not many of them had any idea of the broad context in which a materials 

scientist can work and the visit to the Heritage Science lab was a wonderful educational 

experience for them.  It was clear from the presentations and descriptions of ongoing research 

that the lab applies the principles and fundamentals of physical science in a novel way to 

further the field of heritage science in general and specifically book and paper conservation. 

 

      
Sincerely, 

 
Orla M. Wilson 

Lecturer 

Materials Science & Engineering 



Jan.  3, 2013 

 

To whom it may concern:   

 

I am writing to recommend the Heritage Science for Conservation program within the Sheridan 

Libraries at Johns Hopkins University for the Stanford Prize for Innovation in Research Libraries.   

 

I have worked with the library for the past 3 years.  In those years, we started a collaboration as part of 

the Materials Characterization class that I teach in the Department of Materials Science and 

Engineering.  In this class, the students first study an extensive range of analytical techniques such as 

TEM, SEM, XPS, IR, AFM, etc.  Then, each group of 2 or 3 students is given a material to study.  The 

researchers in the Heritage Science and Conservation program have generously offered samples to 

analyze, have given talks to the students regarding the background and history of the samples, and have 

worked with them throughout the project to ensure the right questions are being addressed.  The samples 

included a 17
th

 century renaissance manuscript covering and a rcaka birchbark manuscript dating from 

the first and second century A.D.  Often, each group only analyzes a part of the sample – such as the 

thread binding, ink, or covering.  The students research the object, decide what tests are needed to 

analyze the objects, run the experiments, analyze the measurements, and present the data.  The 

characterization is intended to identify the chemistry and material properties of the object which will 

help determine the age and any conservation and restoration efforts that might be necessary.   

 

For example, the 17
th

 century renaissance manuscript cover is made of calfskin leather and has a red 

velvet cover glued to the leather.  The students analyzed the velvet cover to determine the fiber type in 

order to address whether it was part of the original manuscript or was a newer synthetic fiber added at a 

later date.  The tests showed that the velvet covering was silk-based and could have been part of the 

original manuscript.    

 

Materials characterization, an important facet of materials science, involves utilizing scientific 

techniques to help determine the composition, structure, and properties of materials.  The students in the 

class come from various scientific majors including biomedical engineering, materials science, physics, 

environmental engineering, electrical engineering, and mechanical engineering.  This class gave them 

exposure to the various experimental techniques, but, more importantly, showed how science and art are 

intertwined.  The students really enjoy learning about the history of the objects and performing the 

experiments in order to further understand the materials.  Many of the students commented that they 

now have a deeper appreciation of art and conservation.  The class size has steadily grown from 5 

students to 29 students.  In fact, I had to limit the enrollment number due to the analysis time.   

 

Patricia McGuiggan 

Associate Research Professor,  

Department of Materials Science and Engineering 





 
 
 
 
8 November 2010 

 
Sonja, John, Crystal, and Bill, 

 
Congratulations on a truly impressive review article. The thoroughness as well as the 

breadth, the clear step-by-step coverage, and the excellent writing will make this a 
benchmark in the field. 
 

(And let me exclaim briefly about my particular favorite things: ASTM standards! 
Micrographs! And especially the cool “chair” forms of the molecules!) 
 

I can’t imagine how many hours went into the searching, writing, and producing of 
this piece of work. Beautifully, beautifully done. 

 
Thank you very much for sharing this with us. I hope that there will be opportunities 
to share this with a wider audience (blog post? FB/Twitter? Sheridan annual report? 

Chemistry, Art History, and/or museum studies?). 
 
Sincerely, 

Sue V. 
------------------------------------------------- 
Susan M. Vazakas 
 
Librarian for 

-- Applied Math and Statistics 
-- Biomedical Engineering 
-- Computer Science 
-- Electrical and Computer Engineering 
-- Public Health 
 
Eisenhower Library 
3400 N. Charles St. 
Baltimore, MD 21228 
-- 410-516-4153 
-- 410-516-8399 (fax) 
 

  



---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
December 2012 Comments on Wilson’s Class “Materials Science and Engineering in the 21st Century” 

Student 1:  
"However, the most helpful (and my favorite) class was the trip to the antique/ancient book 
restoration lab in Eisenhower library where both a presentation (by [Jocelyn Alcántara García] 
and Baty) and a tour of the lab were given. This trip allowed me to experience a typical work 
setting for a materials scientist, an important factor in deciding one’s career." 
 
Student 2: 
“In particular, the excursion to the archive lab under Brody seemed the most interesting class 
because we went to the actual lab environment and looked at what they were doing.” 
 

 
 
 
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
21 April 2011 Email Following guest lecture in “Chemical and Biological Properties of Materials 
 
“John, 
Thank YOU! Why, that was about as engaged as I've ever seen them!! […] That demonstration 
you do always catches the audiences' attention, really like it.  
Thanks again. Have a nice weekend, 
~Margarita” [Herrera-Alonso, Assistant Professor, Materials Science and Engineering] 

 
 




